October 2022
SAVE THE DATE

XMAS
FUNCTION/PRESENTATION

Its almost that time of the

year, and we like to
celebrate the end of season
with a function. The date
for this is being finalised
and will be posted soon

ECONOMY RUN & PERPETUAL
TROPY PRESENTATION
Sunday February 12th
further details to come

SOUTHERN DISTRICTS CAR CLUBCLUB INC

Adelaide Hills Rally
The Adelaide Hills Rally was held from the 21st to the 23rd of
October.
Service park was located at The Bend Motorsport Park (TBMP) and
the rally took competitors through the beautiful Adelaide Hills and
Murraylands Region. Partnering with the Shannons Nationals and
The Bend Classic, spectators were treated to a festival of
Motorsport. The event started with a street party in Murray Bridge
with cars from all the events. Friday night saw the competition
commence with a Special Stage at TBMP. Saturday the competitors
went out to the stages in the Adelaide HIlls. Saturday night there
was a Stadium Track with competitors competing side by side, with
two cars on track at a time. There was a Rallysprint Special Stage
open to competitors outside of the Rally who had 4 runs, and then
the ARC & SARC cars took to the track for two runs. The track
consisted of gravel, tarmac and a water splash. The tricky part of the
event appeared to be the water which ended up with a few cars
unable to continue the runs due to car issues. It was great watching
them side by side, with great viewing for the spectators on the
balcony and track wall, the photographers were in abundance,
mostly conentrated near the water, trying to get their best shot.
Sunday brought with it rain and more rain. A few stages were
cancelled, but competition was still so close.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY 9TH NOVEMBER
@ 7.30PM
The AGM will be held at
the Colonel light Gardens
RSL located at
4 Prince George Parade
Colonel Light Gardens.
Come along and
nominate for the
committee for 2023.
Details on pg.13
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RALLY SPRINT AT THE BEND MOTORSPORT
PARK AS PART OF ADELAIDE HILLS RALLY
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RALLY SPRINT AT THE BEND MOTORSPORT
PARK AS PART OF ADELAIDE HILLS RALLY

1st Place Chris Simmons
2nd Place - Oscar Farnden

3rd Place - Sam Humphries
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SUPER SPECIAL STAGE - ADELAIDE HILLS RALLY
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RALLY SPRINT AT THE BEND MOTORSPORT
PARK AS PART OF ADELAIDE HILLS RALLY
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FEATURE

FIA Rallystar Asia Pacific Final- India
by Molly Spalding
Arriving at 11pm in Chennai in the South of India after a 20 hour travel stint was an assault on
the senses! Walking out of the airport, past the machine gun clad police, into the wall of thick hot
humid air with car horns blaring constantly and people and dogs swarming around was unlike
anything I’ve ever experienced. We stood in the bustling airport exit being asked about taxi rides
while we waited for the rest of the Australian and NZ (of course we adopted the Kiwis)
competitors to make it through customs. We had arranged for us all to stay at the same hotel
near the race track (Madras International Raceway) and a lot of us has come in on the same
flight- this great group of people ended up being one of the best parts of the trip and culminated
in me becoming known as ‘team Mum’! Once we were all sweating it out on the outside of the
airport we began one of our first exhilarating cab rides! The best way I can describe Indian roads
and traffic is it’s exactly what the movies/videos/clips shows! Hectic, loud, cars everywhere,
COWS everywhere, motorbikes, people, trucks! The simple rules seem to be the bigger party has
right of way and you use your horn to let someone know you’re there. Shockingly after a day or
two we all seemed to adjust enough to not be entirely filled with adrenaline every time we had a
cab ride.
We all stayed in a Western style hotel thirty minutes
from the track where the FIA Rallystar competition
was to be held. We had factored in a day to get
over the jet lag and settle in which quickly turned
into a day of hiring out the conference room and
streaming the Japanese Grand Prix and Bathurst on
the projector! That afternoon we ventured out to
the city/area we were closest too for a little
exploring and sight seeing. Sripurumbudur is
predominantly an industrial area with a lot of
foreign investment and new factories in
construction; not so great for sight seeing. However
a quick request to our driver to see a local temple
turned out to be the right way to find things!
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The main Vishnu temple in Sriperumbudur is over 1000 years old. The exterior is covered in
colourful painted carved statues. While we felt somewhat out of place our driver came in with us
and after taking off our shoes we were allowed in. The temple is still used as a place of worship
and prayer as so many people were there maintaining the alters as well as those visiting offering
their prayers. What looked like a large temple from the outside became an incredible, vast
winding labyrinth of carved stone corridors, alters, murals, courtyards and assembly halls. We
were lucky enough to be stopped by some locals who explained to us the significance of certain
areas and explained the history of the temple to us. From the temple we headed back to our
hotel to rest up for day one of competition.

We left our hotel early in the morning on Monday, day one of competition. The sun was already
hot and the humidity was working it’s way up to the standard 80% we experienced most days we
were there. The 30 minute drive to the track was definitely a quick way to wake up with the
horns blaring and motorcycles darting in front of you. The Madras International Raceway looked
modest from the roadside. A stone gateway with guards that checked you over on the way in, tall
trees and some unfinished buildings. We then made our way to the main building via service
roads and then onto the track itself where we had FIA Rallystar signage directing us to our
meeting point. We were checked in and given our credentials and packs containing the very
exciting WRC+ codes for next season! The officials checking us in also wanted photos taken with
us; an exciting celebrity-esc moment to kick off the event!
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We made our way to a two story building further into
the complex and halfway around the track. This was
the be our base for the next three days. The bottom
story was open and the LifeLive team who run the
karts and provide mechanical support were set up on
one side. The other side was set up for briefings and
waiting. The second story was available for us to set
up/leave our gear and also had access to the balcony
which overlooked the track. Finally we had access to
the roof to watch others race and on day three the
jury would be set up there overseeing everyone.

We gathered downstairs for drivers briefing where they ran over the concept of the event
and the running sheet for the day. The purpose of the Rallystar competition was to find a
‘rough diamond’ that could be invested in to join the wrc. This investment would be in the
form of training, coaching, seat time and team experience and does not come cheap. That
is why the event was brutal in its elimination and pushed everyone to their limits. The cross
karts provided by LifeLive were fast, responsive and challenging to drive. Unlike anything
most of us had ever driven before which was again intentional to try and level the playing
field. The competitors that had made it to the Asia pacific final (56 in total) were from 6
different countries and included 6 female drivers. The track set up had changed a lot due to
heavy rain in the week leading up to the event, forcing the new circuit to be predominantly
tarmac with only a small dirt section. This worried me a little as I prefer the consistency you
get from a dirt surface particularly driving an unfamiliar vehicle. Never the less I was in
group A and as soon as drivers breifing was over I got geared up in the suit, helmet, Hans
and gloves provided by the event. We headed out onto the track where the 2 karts were
lined up for us to jump into and begin our runs.
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I watched a few of the other drivers in my group do their runs, watching as they struggled with
the unconventional clutch and getting a feel for the vehicle. The karts were built by Thierry
Neuville to compete in Crosskart competitions that are more common in Europe. They are
fitted with a Yamaha 600cc motor and gear box and pack a punch in their lightweight frame.
The clutch set up being a motorbike clutch was a challenge to operate in pedal from and
proved to be the downfall for a few competitors across the event. I had a few flustered
moments struggling to get off the line too. Day 1 consisted of two recce laps and two timed
laps with your best time being used and the top three from each group going through to day 2.
I placed 2nd fastest in my group and made it through to day two! We headed back to the hotel
that night with all Aussie and NZ teams through to day 2. After a quick feed and debrief of the
day we packed it in early in preparation for another long days racing.
Day two was run in the same way; briefing, split into groups, 1 recce lap and two timed runs.
The track had been changed to incorporate more dirt sections and some faster sections but
still was predominantly tight tarmac track. The weather was also rolling in on the morning of
day two and a late morning thunderstorm soaked the track. This didn’t effect results as the
groups were judged only against each other to account for changes just like this. My runs on
day two were better, cleaner and smoother. I was getting a feel for the karts however the tricky
clutch made getting of the line a challenge and I had a few false starts which got the nerves
going. The results of day two saw all but 1 Aussie going through and both NZ drivers. Again I
was 2nd in my group. There was one other female that made it through to day 3, Pragathi
Gowda from India. She was the only Indian competitor to make it through to day three and the
two of us were the only females to have made it through to the final day of competition so far
in any of the continental finals.
The evening of day two consisted of a social event for all competitors, organisers, judges and
officials. We celebrated the event and the effort it had taken to make it happen and then
socialised. The Aussie and NZ teams called it a night quite early as we knew an ever bigger day
of competition awaited us tomorrow. While grabbing some dinner an email came through with
a few more details about what was to come the next day and also a contract. This then meant
most of us stayed up late into the night reading and rereading the contact and liaising with
people back in Australia. Eventually a restless night of sleep ensued.
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The final morning of competition there was a change in the air. The tension was palpable. We
attempted to eat breakfast while discussing the contract, what was in store today, the karts
and the amazing opportunity that was now within what felt like touching distance.
We made our way to the track and awaited the briefing. Day three consisted of a physical
assessment in the form of a beep test (running), one recce run and a timed lap followed
immediately by a reaction test, another timed lap and then an interview with the jury.
The sun was already high and hot when we went out onto the track for the fitness test. Eighty
percent humidity and 30 degree weather really amped up the difficulty. Thankfully it was over
quickly enough and the first group got geared up to get out on the track. I was in a later group
for day three and so went up to the second floor and out onto the balcony to watch the others
race as we had been doing at every opportunity throughout the event. The track for day three
was longer and incorporated much more dirt. I was excited. I watched as fellow competitors
completed their runs and then came in and did the reaction test. Between watching I was also
contemplating the contract and questions I wanted to ask about it. I ended up keeping it
simple and having a brief discussion with the event organisers about it. While it seems like an
obvious, even trivial part of the event having contract of that level to navigate it was a new
experience for me and most of the Aus/NZ team. It took a lot of mental effort to review,
unravel and process and gave a glimpse into what the next step of Motorsport involves.
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Eventually it was time for my recce and first run. I had a good lap, the kart felt good, I enjoyed the
track and set a decent if not a little conservative time. This was quickly followed by the reaction
test of which I had never done one before. It was so fun! I never got the result but from the
comments the assessor made I think I did quite well. From here it was more watching and some
lunch before we were all gathered for an additional briefing. We were instructed to increase our
“trail braking” as well as make a few other adjustments. Knowing the jury was watching to see
how we took on instruction I began reviewing all my braking points and adjusting my lap plan to
suit this new direction. My last lap was ultimately a little messy due to making all these changes.
I was looking forward to my interview, a chance to show my passion for the sport, discuss my
performance throughout the event and get some feedback. I got everything I hoped for in my
interview and will absolutely be taking all advise given to me into every event going forward.
The jury was having a hard time selecting winners and so asked a group of drivers to do another
lap. After these were all completed and interviews finished we gathered to hear the results.
The jury spoke and commended us all on our efforts. They were very pleased with the high level
of talent the Asia pacific region had brought forward and explained how hard it was to select
winners as the field was so close. Ultimately there could only be one outright winner and one
female winner. These were Taylor Gill for the outright from Australia and Pragathi Gowda from
India for the female winner. Once the announcements were made there was a flurry of media,
camera flashes and people like you wouldn’t believe. The rest of us spread out to give the
photographers room and soak in the results. Some went outside for fresh air, others traipsed
upstairs to begin packing up their belongings. As we crossed paths there were hand shakes,
hugs, congratulations and a fair share of tears. I got the chance to speak with Pragathi before we
left the track and congratulated her, she was a great competitor throughout the event and
continued to be when we spoke congratulating me on my efforts and remarking on the nail
biting battle we had just had. I wish the best of luck to her at the woman’s final in Peru.
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From here our racing family split with some going straight to the airport and others were
heading back to the hotel with me in search of a beer! As we were leaving the track another taxi
carrying the Malaysian team undertook us on a hair pin and suddenly the racing was back on!
Our taxi driver caught up with them after a little encouragement from us and we had a fun too
and fro with this other team for one final time. It brought a smile to all our faces and the result
seemed a little light with the reassurance there was much more racing to come.
I spent the next four days travelling and exploring India with Zayne. There was time to let the
amazing experience that FIA Rallystar was to sink in. The encouragement and support as well as
instruction and driving advise from the jury began to solidify and I started to prepare for the
return journey and jumping back into my own car to compete.
This amazing experience would not have been possible without the help and donations from
many many people especially the Southern Districts Car Club so Thank You. Bring on the next
adventure.

Thanks
Molly Spalding
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SDCC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday 9th Nov 2022 - Commencing at 7.30pm
at
Colonel light Gardens RSL
4 Prince George Parade, Colonel Light Gardens
Agenda – further items may be added prior to the meeting
Apologies
Acceptance of Previous minutes
Correspondence
Presentation of 2022 Reports
Election of Office Bearers for 2023
Executive Committee
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Competition Secretary
General Committee
Membership
Editor
Equipment Officer
Public Relations
Junior Development Program Coordinators
·Admin
·Fleet
Club Registration Coordinator
Website
Social events
Canteen
Mid Murray Motorplex Management Chairman
Mid Murray Motorplex Management members
Administrative changes to Southern Districts Car Club Constitution, By-Laws and Rules
Any other business
Nomination forms are included on the following page, you are encouraged to bring them
along to the AGM to assist in running of AGM.
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MOTORSPORT AUSTRALIA SEMINARS

Did you know that Motorsport Australia have some seminars coming up that may be of
interest. With our upcoming AGM, you may want to nominate for a position on the
committee and these interactive workshops may be relevant. Please see the information
below. These seminars will be available online if you are unable to watch it live.
https://motorsport.org.au/clubs/business-workshops
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RESULTS - AUTOCROSS - 2 OCTOBER

The last SDCC event for the season was the Autocross which was
held on Sunday 2nd October with a field of 24 competitors. And
what a field....the field of orange wildflowers were stunning!
The track was set for the day which gave competitors the
opportunity to improve their time each run.
Due to other events running on the same weekend, we were light
on volunteers, but it was great to see members and their families
help out to make it another successful day of racing. A big thanks
to John and Jeanette Bell for cooking the BBQ. Thanks also to
Trevor Palmer, Clerk of the Course, and Mark Tillet, Assistant Clerk
of the Course and all the volunteers that helped on the day.
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AUTOCROSS - 2 OCTOBER
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SDCC JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
AUTOCROSS - 2 OCTOBER

enjoy
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SDCC JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
AUTOCROSS - 2 OCTOBER
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NOTICE BOARD

Apprenticeships are now available in the crash repair industry!
On Tuesday, the 8th of November, the MTA is hosting a free and interactive
Paint and Panel Open Night at our Royal Park Training and Employment
Centre.
We are eager to share this exciting event with you and your members. The
automotive industry has a bright future for young people in South Australia
and this is a fantastic opportunity for anyone looking at a career in the
automotive industry.
Throughout the night, all participants will have the exclusive opportunity to:
• Explore automotive trades
• Watch live demonstrations conducted by our trainers
• Participate in interactive activities
• Meet our exceptional trainers and recruitment team
• Meet employers and representatives from the industry
Location:
MTA Training and Employment Centre
3 Frederick Road, Royal Park
When: Tuesday, 8th November 2022
Southern Comfort | Issue 9 | 2022
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WANTED FOR 2023
OFFICIALS FOR EVENTS

We have a great club running events for a lot of competitors each year and this can only be
done thanks to the great level of Volunteer Officials we have. Without these people, we can
not run these events.
Some of our people also like to compete, but have put the running of events for the club
above their competition goals.

Can you help by assisting in any of the
following roles?
We are looking for those that would like to help
run events as:
Clerk of Course – Yes we can organise training,
and you can assist to help get the practical skills
to step up.

Let’s not keep leaving these jobs up to the few
that keep coming out event after event to
allow us all to compete.
If you would like to have a go at one of the
above positions, but do not have the training,
we can work with Motorsport Australia to also
help get you your accreditation.

Secretary – The people behind the scenes that
make it possible for us to be able get on the track. The more officials we have assisting, the more
we all can compete….
Timing – Yep, the timing team are there making
sure your times are up in reasonable time, and
Email compsec@sdcc.asn.au if you are able to
also make sure they are correct.
help, or wish for more information.
Scrutineer – Making sure our vehicles and
apparel are up to standard, keeping us safe on
track.
Flag Points – Yes, we need people out around
the track making sure that competitors are safe
as well as helping report all those penalties you
see against your names.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Southern Districts Car Club Champion 2022 Events
Watch this space for 2023 dates

Other Events

Willunga Hill Climb
11th December
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JDP PROGRAM

JDP Expressions of Interest are open for 2023 on our website
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CLUB MEETINGS

General Meetings are held on the 2nd Wednesday of each
month at 7:30pm at Colonel Light Gardens RSL, 4 Prince
George Parade, Colonel Light Gardens 5041.

This is a licenced club with a bar being open until
8pm, so get there early to grab a drink for the
meeting.

If you have any suggestions for topics or speakers
you would like to hear from, please let the secretary
know.
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS/CONTACTS

LIFE MEMBERS
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DAVID COCKS 1976
BRIAN PERCY 1979
ROSEMARY GRAVE 1981
CHRISTINE SMALLACOMBE 1987
GRAHAM WEST (CLUB FOUNDER) 1987
JAN ADEY 1987
RAY ADEY 1987
NEVILLE SMALLACOMBE 1987
TREVOR PALMER 1989
JOHN CARLI 1994
KERYL CARLI 1994
BOB WHYATT 1998
MARC TILLETT 2003
DAVID CHARLTON 2006
MICHAEL CLEMENTS 2009
JOHN BELL 2017
ADAM TILLETT 2021
DARRYL POWER 2021
ANDREW ADMIRAAL 2021
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ADVERTISEMENT

We would like to thank our advertisers for the 2022 season.
We encourge you to support the businesses that support
our club.
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If you have an interesting article or news you would
like to share in the "Southern Comfort" newsletter,
please email editor@sdcc.asn.au
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